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(45 min.)

Please note:
 For most of you, the Economics assessment is ONE EXAM of 90 minutes! The two parts are only
relevant for the students of earlier semesters. For most of you, there will be one mark based on the
percentage of the 90 points in 7 tasks - achievable in 90 minutes. There will be no marks for the parts,
you cannot pass one single part, only the exam as a whole!
 At first please check the exam paper: are there 4 pages / all pages well readable?
 Please only work in the exam paper; use the boxes for your answers. Do not use own paper.
 Your calculations have to be shown. The complete solution (calculation) must be traceable!
 They can achieve 45 points – in 45 minutes! => one minute is approximately worth one point; please consider the indicated scores. The tasks are formulated that way that usually short answers are required.
Therefore do not spend too much time with "inferior" tasks!
 Permitted are: Pens, ruler, calculator (without word processing function), dictionary English-German
/ German-English (resp. your home language if it is not German – paper - no electronic translators).
 Please do not use a pencil (except in diagrams) nor red pens.
 Mobile Phones have to be switched off!

Good Luck
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1.1

Markets, Efficiency and Economic concepts

[14 points]

Compare a Market- and a Command-Economy from point of view of:
(a) the different basic approaches
(b) the necessary political system
(c) the coordination system of the economy
(d) number and types of plans in the economy

[8 pt]

1.2

Describe the advantages and problems of a command economy

[3 pt]

1.3

Assume that a country had no state education at all. For what reasons might the private education
system not provide the optimal allocation of resources to and within education?
[3 pt]

Virtually all the categories of market failure (except public goods) apply to a free-market system of
educational provision.
- In any given area there may oligopolistic collusion to keep fees high.
- There are positive externalities from education: for example, the benefits to other members of society from a well-educated workforce. Thus too few resources would be allocated to education.
- government might decide that people are entitled to and should not depend on ability to pay.
- Access to education would depend on parents’ income: this could be argued to be unfair.
- Children would also be dependent on their parents’ willingness to pay. Parents differ in the amount
that they care for their children’s welfare.
- Parents and potential students may be ignorant of the precise benefits of particular courses, something that unscrupulous educational establishment might exploit, by pushing the ‘merits’ of their establishment.
(14)
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2

You live in Bremistan, an economy with the following consumption function:
(20 points)
C = 10 000 + 0.8 Y

The economy has government expenditures which are constant at 1 000 – it does not have any foreign trade at present but there are investments, which are constant at 1 000.
2.1 Explain the concept of this consumption function (in your own words). Who invented this model (names
(5 P)
of author and model)? Can it be verified empirically (=using data)?

2.2 Complete the following table:
Income

0

10 000

(4 P)
20 000

30 000

40 000

50 000

60 000

70 000

80 000

90 000

100 000

Consumption
AD
2.3 Calculate the equilibrium level of income.

2.4

(4 P)

Plot the consumption function, investment and aggregate demand on the 45° diagram below. Clearly
(3 P)
identify the equilibrium level of income. [Don’t forget to properly label the axes and functions ]
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2.5 The government increases the expenditure by G = 1 000
(4 P)
Plot and calculate the new equilibrium. You will find, that Y is significantly larger than I. Explain this
effect – what is its economic name?

( 20)

3

Macroeconomic Concepts

3.1 Define M1, M2 and M3 (no literal definition but your description).
What is in M2 and not in M1- why are these aggregates defined like this?
Which concept is used by the ECB?

[11 points]

[5 pt]

M1 is currency and demand deposits; M2 adds savings accounts, small time deposits, and money
market funds to M1.
M1 is labeled “transactions money” and reflects a good deal of transactions demand. The opportunity cost of holding M1 is the interest rate (or the difference between low rates paid on NOW accounts and higher rates that can be earned elsewhere).
The ECB refers to M3

3.2

Which are the three ways of measuring GDP?
Briefly describe the basic concept of all three approaches.

(6 P)

From the circular flow we can measure GDP using one of these three approaches:
- Net value (“Production”)
- Income (“Distribution”)
- Expenditure method (“Use”)

( 11)
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